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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

Current supply plates for the electrode for an electric 
furnace are clamped to the outer surface of the electrode 
by a circular thrust collar. The electrodes are elongated 
with the upper ends movably supported from a station 
ary support structure in a circumferential array about the 
electrode. Cotter keys inserted between each of the cur 
rent supply plates and the thrust collar urge the sides of 

' the current supply plates into‘ ?rm contact with the elec 
trode without imposing any longitudinal loads upon the 
clamping structure. The thrust collar may be advan 
tageously provided by a circular'pipe circulating a cool 
ing ?uid. Saddle-shaped sections within the thrust collar 
are aligned with tapered links upon the supply plates to 
facilitate engagement of the cotter keys. 

~ The present invention is concerned with means for 
tightening current supply plates on electrodes in open or 
closed type electric furnaces. , 

It is always rather dif?cult to supply current to the elec 
trodes of electric furnaces. Usually, power is supplied to 
the electrodes through ‘current supply plates adjoining 
the electrodes in radial relationship, the current supply 
plates being caused into contact with the electrode or 
electrode shell under contact pressure variable accord 
ing to operational requirements. Cotters, thrust bolts or 
hydraulic or pneumatic means are used to produce the 
contact pressure, whilst e.g. a rope collar or generally a 
collar having a box-like cross-sectional area is provided 
to receive the reaction pressure. 
The present invention is based on the observation that 

substantially more favorable conditions can be created 
for smaller expense and provides a thrust collar compris 
ing one or more pipes radially spaced from and en 
circling the electrode and allotted means applying the 
contact pressure to the current supply plates. 
More especially, the thrust collar of this invention com 

prises at least one endless pipe bent so as to form a closed 
collar encircling the electrode, a saddle-shaped structure 
mounted on the inside surface area of the thrust collar, 
allotted to each current supply plate and designed to sup 
port the thrust collar on a nose disposed on each current 
supply plate, a pressure receiving ledge fastened to the 
current supply plates so as to be in opposite relationship 
to the saddle-shaped structure and spaced therefrom, and 
a cotter applying pressure to each current supply plate 
and forced into the space left between the saddle-shaped 
structure and the pressure receiving ledge. 
Each endless pipe allotted to the thrust collar is pro 

vided with a cooling water inlet socket and a cooling wa 
ter outlet socket and with a parting disk disposed there 
between. 
The thrust collar is shown diagrammatically in the ac 

companying drawing in which: 
FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional view of the electrode and 

a top plan view of the thrust collar encircling the elec 
trode 
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FIG. 2 is a longitudinal section of the electrode taken 
along line II—lI and a cross-sectional view of a thrust 
collar comprising one pipe; 
FIG. 3 is a longitudinal section of the electrode taken 

along line III-—III and a cross-sectional view of a thrust 
collar comprising two pipes. 
As shown in FIG. 1, the electrode 1 is concentrically 

surrounded by a collar comprising a thick-walled pipe 7 
bent so as to form a plane circle, the two pipe ends be 
ing welded together in abutting relationship after one end 
thereof has been closed by the insertion of a parting disk 
13. On either side of parting disk 13 pipe 7 is provided 
with a pipe socket, of which socket 11 is the cooling 
water inlet and socket 12 the cooling water outlet. 
As shown in FIG. 2, which represents a section of 

FIG. '1 taken alOng line III-III, eyed ?shplates are pro~ 
vided which ?exibly suspend the current supply plates 
2 from bearing 3 in block 4 which in turn is fastened 
to a ?xed structure 5, such as a building structure. To 
each current supply plate 2, there is allotted a link 6 
tapered in downward direction with respect to the elec 
trode axis and serving as a pressure receiving means ad 
joining the base of the pressure applying means, i.e. cotter 
10, advantageously designed as a gib key. On being tight 
ened, the bed of cotter 10 transmits the reaction pressure 
to the saddle-shaped structure 8 welded on to pipe 7 serv 
ing as the thrust collar. The contact pressure exerted 
by the cotter on the pressure receiving means 6 and hence 
on the current supply plate 2 can be regulated by ap~ 
propriately fastening or loosening cotter 10. 

Cantilevers 9 disposed at current supply plates 2 pro 
vide the support receiving saddle-shaped structures 8 
and the allotted thrust collar, which can be removed by 
loosening cotter 10, slightly lifting and turning the col~ 
lar in its plane until saddle-shaped structures 8 are posi 
tioned approximately in the center between two adjacent 
current supply plates. The collar can then be lowered. 
The thrust collar may also be designed so as to com 

prise two or more pipes. FIG. 3 shows an exemplary em 
bodiment comprising two pipes 7 and 7’ held in position 
by modi?ed saddle-structures 8’. In sectional FIG. 3, the 
visible cooling water outlet socket allotted to pipe 7' is 
de?ned by reference numeral 12’. The parts not referred 
to correspond to the parts shown in FIG. 2. 
The thrust collar consists of antimagnetic steel so as 

to keep electric losses low. 
It is mentioned that individual structural parts may 

require electric insulation depending on the design of the 
whole apparatus. 
The thrust collar of this invention for use in open or 

closed type furnaces, e.g. calcium carbide furnaces, offers 
various advantages over conventional means. Primarily, 
the Weight is substantially inferior to or in other words 
less than the weight of cast structures. Furthermore, each 
pipe of the thrust collar represents a single and smooth 
cooling water cycle having a constant cross-sectional 
area. The cooling water can therefore be caused to flow 
at a rate su?‘iciently high to ensure good heat transfer 
data and small temperature difference between cooling 
water inlet and outlet. As a result thereof, the pipes are 
subjected to minor internal soiling, and cleansing opera 
tions are less frequently required. The space demands 
are so small that charging devices can be employed in 
open furnaces equipped with the present thrust collar 
which may also be used in closed furnaces with low base 
support. 
We claim: 
1. A means for tightening current supply plates on elec 

trodes in open and closed type electric furnaces, the said 
means consisting substantially of a cooled thrust collar 
allotted to each electrode and having adjustable structural 
parts applying contact pressure in radial relationship with 
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respect to the axis of the electrode and concentrically 
surrounding the electrode, the said thrust collar compris 
ing at least one endless pipe bent so as to form a collar; 
a saddle-shaped structure allotted to each current supply 
plate, mounted on the inside of the said collar and seat 
ed on a cantilever which is connected in stationary rela 
tionship to the said current supply plates; a pressure re 
ceiving ledge fastened to the said current supply plates 
so as to be in opposite relationship to the saddle-shaped 
structure and spaced therefrom; a pressure applying cot 
ter forced into the space left between the saddle’shaped 
structure and the pressure receiving ledge, said thrust 
collar comprising two endless pipes having a cooling 
medium inlet socket and a cooling medium outlet socket 
allotted to each pipe, and a parting disk inserted between 
said sockets in respective pipes. 

2. A means for tightening a plurality of current supply 
plates, which are pivotally secured to a stationary con 
structional part and associated in encircling relationship 
to electrodes for use in open and closed type electric 
furnaces, the tightening means being formed substan 
tially of a cooled circular thrust collar for each of the 
electrodes ‘and of adjustable structural parts applying 
contact pressure in radial relationship with respect to the 
axis of the electrode and concentrically surrounding the 
electrode, the said thrust collar being comprised of at 
least one endless bent pipe; a saddle-shaped structure as 
sociated to each current supply plate, mounted on the in 
side of the said collar and seated on a centilever fast with 
the said current supply plates; a pressure-receiving ledge 
arranged to be in opposite relationship to and spaced from 
the saddle-shaped structure and to be fast with the said 
current supply plates; and a pressure-applying cotter seat 
ed in the space left between the saddle-shaped structure 
and the pressure-receiving ledge. 

3. A means for connecting current supply plates to an 
electrode for use in an electric furnace comprising a plu 
rality of elongated current supply plates disposed about 
the circumference of said electrode, a stationary support 
structure disposed about the circumference of said elec 
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. trode abovesaid current supply plates, motion permitting 
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connecting means supporting the upper ends of said cur 
rent supply plates from said support structure, ledge 
means projecting outwardly from said current supply 
plates in. a substantially circular array about the circum 
ference of an electrode, a circular thrust collar resting 
upon said ledge means and disposed about said current 
supply plates, cotter means inserted between each of said 
current supply plates and adjacent portions of said thrust 
collar, the portions of said supply plates and said thrust 
collar contacted by said cotter means being constructed 
and arranged to become intimately ‘wedged in ?rm con 
tact therewith, and said cotter means being inserted into 
?rm contact between said contacting portions of said cur 
rent supply plates and thrust collar whereby said current 
supply plates are each clamped into secure contact with 
the surface of said electrode. 

4. A connecting means as set forth in claim 3 wherein 
said thrust collar comprises a circular pipe having saddle 
shaped sections connected within it to provide surfaces 
for contacting said cotter means. 

5. A connecting means as set forth in claim 4 wherein 
said portions of said current supply plates contacting 
said cotter means comprise tapered links connected to 
the outside of said current supply plates opposite said 
saddle-shaped sections on said thrust collar. 

6. A connecting means as set forth in claim 5 wherein 
said cotter means comprise cotter keys inserted between 
each of said saddle sections and said tapered links. 
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